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A History that Inspires

About Commander Builders
Commander Builders is an influential force of integrity, reliability and commitment, thriving on the 
principles of creativity, innovation and quality. Our work is revered by all the spheres of real estate 
development, architecture and construction in Pakistan, holding brilliant employed minds with 
extensive experience in these fields. Our projects have always been received with great admiration 
for the innovative design, modern construction and exceptional planning. Commander Builders is 
in process of making a list of remarkable accomplishments throughout their golden journey, and 
the wondrous Commander Enclave is yet another addition to that singular list.

A Resort Living Destination
Modernity  Luxury  Security  Sustainability  Community
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A City Built
For Tomorrow
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Karachi is a realm where all your ambitious dreams come 
true, it is built for a promising tomorrow. Famed as the           
Pakistani city that never sleeps and the center of all trade 
and finance, there is nothing about Karachi that will not 
make you fall in love with it immediately. Its charming 
lifestyle, lively citizens, the one of a kind culture and the       
limitless opportunities will make the best version of yourself.
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A Tranquil Location

Gated Paradise
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Commander Enclave is located at, on Main Gadap Road, 
just two-minute drive from Baqai University, connecting 
directly with the Karachi-Hyderabad motorway. One of the 
most sought after areas of Karachi in terms of peace and 
serenity, separated from noise and pollution of the city. The 
location of Commander Enclave is perfect for those seeking 
peace and quiet, while also taking advantage of the city 
life.

An incredible world, crafted with the glorious vision of distinctively luxurious living and whose every brick is a testament 
to that vision, Commander Enclave is a sensational gated community. Manifesting contemporary architectural designs 
through its   breathtaking makeup, Commander Enclave is the address that we all have been yearning for.
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Commander Enclave has been designed to provide you with 
the greatest luxury and space anyone can offer. With a      
generous percentage of project preserved as open space 
and beautiful gardens, you can enjoy the invigorating        
environment and escape the suffocating concrete jungle. The 
apartment blocks also come with spacious corridors and 
effective ventilation systems, ensuring healthy living for its 
residents.
Commander Enclave is a complete and sustainable         
community, providing lavishness, comfort and safety to its 
residents, which is why residents don’t just live, but also  
flourish here. The community environment is perfect for    
families looking for the settlement.

A Place to Flourish
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Health & Leisure Amenities

Offering the perfect escape from the tiring and monotonous 
routine, health and leisure facilities at Commander Enclave 
are truly amazing. Making your body and mind as tough as 
steel at the modern, fully-equipped gym, treat your soul to 
some yoga and beat the heart with a refreshing swim at the 
well-maintained swimming pool.

Swimming Pool

Gymnasium



Utilities & Security
The contemporary, state-of—the art utilities at      
Commander Enclave ensure peace of mind and 
utmost comfort to the residents. Powerful standby   
generators, high speed lifts for high rise buildings 
24/7 CCTV surveillance and the central security  
control room are facilities, too good to be true.

Control Room

CCTV Security

24/7 Power Backup

High Speed Lifts
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Cinema

Sauna Basket Ball Court

Jacuzzi

Table Tennis Snooker

Community Club



Shopping Facilities
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Commander Enclave provides a commercial center, with          
different categories of shops, from the most exclusive shops 
to basic shops meeting general necessities of the residents. 
Here you can buy all kinds of articles.



PHASE 1
Ground Plus Four Storey Apartments

Luxury at its Best
At Commander Enclave, life is all about lavishness, making a 
statement and weaving priceless memories with your loved 
ones. For that purpose, the community offers beautiful and 
palatial space, as well as aesthetically pleasing and spacious 
apartments. With each home designed meticulously, featuring 
spacious, airy designs and creating to the different needs of 
different residents, style and comfort go hand in hand,    
whether it is the gorgeous 2 bed, 3 bed or 4 bed apartments.
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Five Room Apartments Type-A1

(Ground & 1st Floor) 2120
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Four Room Apartments Type-B Gold

(Second Floor)



2524 (Third Floor)

Four Room Apartments Type-B Silver
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Four Room Apartment Type-B Platinum

(Fourth Floor)
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Three Room Apartments Type-C1
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Three Room Apartments Type-C
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PHASE 2
Ground Plus Ten Storey Apartments
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Seven Room Apartments Type-A1 Supreme
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Five Room Apartment Type-A1
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Four Room Apartments Type-B
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Three Room Apartments Type-C
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Actual  Site Photography Collage
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Actual  Site Photography Collage
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Actual  Site Photography Collage
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An Absolute Home...!
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The Team

Commander Builders strictly believes in wining and retaining the trust of all the valued customers 
through high quality work rather than achieving the higher sales targets. The unprecedented success 
of our projects will largely be due to the immaculate performance we will exhibit in coming years. We 
never settle for less, and always thrive in the hunt for better.

A luxurious lifestyle, safe and secure like heaven is one thing that every individual dreams of. We, with 
our strong aims, strive to convert your dreams into reality. Having a vast experience in satisfying a 
huge clientele, Commander Enclave is completely aware of what elements to integrate for generating 
the best output. We value the importance of relationships with our customers and will continue to 
remain fair and true in our dealings with all employees, clients, vendors and partners. Our clients 
count on our dependability, our drive and our integrity. We take great pride in our accomplishments 
and build on them every day.

Karachi Riyadh London
ARCHITECTURAL VISUALIZATION

Creative and Visualized by

Pixarch is a leading 3D Architectural Visualization Company, head 
quartered in Karachi, Pakistan with Branch offices in Riyadh and 
London, Pixarch is equipped with extremely creative and professional 
teams, safeguarding client’s interest and on-time project delivery with 
100% satisfaction. Pixarch provides complete real estate designing 
solutions from animation to Floor Plans to Visual Designs and Website 
development to make every project a successe story.

Arch Vision Plus is one of the largest multidisciplinary practice of 
architects, designers and engineers. It creates special places for 
living, working, shopping, culture and learning. Arch Vision Plus
network provides consultancy services in architecture, master
planning, landscape, urban design and building consultancy 
around the globe.

Architect

Pocket
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